Figure S5. DNMT1 expression levels show no correlation with histological staging or patient survival in cutaneous melanoma. DNMT1 mRNA expression levels and clinical data were obtained from the TCGA dataset of cutaneous melanoma. A) The graphs represent relative DNMT1 mRNA expression (log2 scale) in melanoma tissue samples grouped according to Clark stage (number of samples in each group is indicated between parentheses). Statistical analysis with Anova and Bonferroni’s multiple comparison tests revealed no significant differences. B) Melanoma samples were separated into DNMT1-low (<0.7 fold mean probe intensity level, n=57) and DNMT1-high (>1.3 fold mean probe intensity level, n=48), and a Kaplan-Meier plot was obtained for the two corresponding groups of patients. Log rank test revealed no significant difference in survival between the two groups.